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“2020” by Lauren Sanchez, 15, Cary, North Carolina
We are becoming adults in this year that is like no other.

We don’t have past examples for how to come of age in a world like this, so we are figuring it out on our own.
We are living through struggles that the world has never seen and we are figuring out solutions the world has never 

thought of.



“Life of a Teenage Girl 2020”  
by Julia Brahms, 17, South 
Portland, Maine
I’m a senior in this strange time, separated from 
my girlfriend, friends, and the outside world. 
Small items in the background of the image show 
the protests taking place, events being cancelled, 
hobbies I picked up during quarantine, and the 
messiness that’s created by depressive episodes 
that can be triggered by isolation. 

“Trapped” by Ryan Daniel,  
18, Dallas
This piece, a picture I sketched of my little sister 
inside a box I created, depicts the entrapment 
and isolation felt by so many people during 
quarantine. This is the new normal for my 
generation. But we have grown together and 
are now capable of deeply connecting through 
shared experience. 

“The God of Toilet Paper” by Hayool Park, 15, 
Redmond, Washington
The toilet paper shortage was only a part of the struggle. At the beginning 
there was also no hand sanitizer, masks or other supplies. 

After going to several stores, I saw countless barren shelves in multiple 
kinds of sections. People were preparing for the worst. My artwork rep-
resents the craze. 

“The Mask Before the Hijab” by 
Aishah Musa, 15, Elizabeth, New 
Jersey
These are messages of a conversation I had with 
my sister on March 24, 2020. It was the first time 
I went with my parents to our grocery store, 
and I forgot to wear the mask before wearing 
the hijab, so I texted my sister to ask her how 
and she explained it. Remembering to wear the 
mask first is something that I still struggle with 
to this day.
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“What a Time” by Hunter Towne, 17, Freeport, Maine

this was the year

this was my year

the year i could drive

the year of romantic flings, parties, and late nights at the beach

the year of road trips, huge concerts, and dancing all night

this was the year of the one o’clock curfew

my parents’ big speech

the “we trust you, you’re old enough

you can do what you like”

but a pandemic happened instead

slumber parties and beach days are replaced

by facetime calls and “social- distancing” picnics

instead of traveling, i stay inside for two months straight

my friends and i skip our years- long birthday traditions

i haven’t hugged them in so long

i miss concerts and shows and my favorite cousin’s wedding

i speak to my grandparents only over speakerphone as we stand by the window

i only see my whole family once

my great- grandfather dies at 101

alone for weeks in rehab because we couldn’t visit him

we forgo covid restrictions for a family- only funeral

everyone tries to wear a mask, but my great- grandmother is crying too hard to wear hers

there are no hugs or comforts

once the preacher finishes his sermon, we lay a flower on the casket and drive away

there’s no gathering for a meal or saying a real goodbye

we just leave before great- grandma can realize we’re gone and beg us to stay

now thanksgiving and christmas are on their way

and i’ve yet to have the year i planned

i turn 17 this month.

God, what a time.

“The Colored Lenses of 2020” by Emma Kraja, 13, Brooklyn
Art has been my coping mechanism for the new chaos. 2020 has thrown everything at us, but we persevere and stand tall like 
statues because that is what makes us human. These four moments express my 2020 experience. The last drawing, in black 
and white, represents a small soul swallowed by the deafening silence of death. It offers a moment to reflect on the innocent 
who have had their lives stolen from them by the coronavirus.



“Six Feet Apart” by Paloma Ezzet, 15,  
San Diego, California
Doing common high school things, such as spending time with 
your friends and going to football games are near impossible to 
do this year.

For now, we can only wait patiently.
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“Algebra Class,” by Camila Salinas, 15, Frisco, Texas
I wake up, go to school, and sit at my desk. I do some work, the bells rings, go to the next class. I do some work, the bells rings, 
go to the next class. I get home, sit down, do my homework and catch up on a show. I go to sleep and I repeat. The pandemic has 
affected our lives in many significant ways, but for me it has just been isolating.

Although my algebra classroom can range from 5 to 30 students, it feels as though there is only you. And for students learn-
ing from home, the situation is worse. They are literally by themselves.

“Friendship” by Kavya Shah, 14, Secaucus,  
New Jersey
This is a recreation of a photograph that my friends and I took the first time 
we met during this pandemic. Before this, I took them for granted and we 
all would be on our phones most of the time we were together.

We didn’t meet up in- person for a very long time for each other’s safety 
but we knew we had to for eighth grade graduation. I had always imagined 
walking down the auditorium wearing a cap and gown and being handed 
my diploma. Never would I have ever thought that I would be graduating 
through a video. We decided to have a socially distanced picnic celebra-
tion. Sitting in the green grass and fresh air, we reminisced about “the 
good times.”  

“Social Distance Summer” by 
Haven Hutchison, 17, Layton, Utah
Teenagers wanted to have the best summer ever, 
and it was canceled in March.

A few days before this picture was taken, my 
friend texted me wanting to hang out but also be 
six feet apart.

My friends and I all decided on a day to drive 
to a parking lot. We just sat in a circle and talked 
for about four hours. It was one of the best nights 
of my quarantine.

All summer, my Instagram feed was filled 
with people throwing their own proms and 
finding fun ways to make this summer the best 
despite the pandemic. Finding a way to be happy 
in hard times is essential to making it through.
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“He Is America” by Christian Lee, 17, La Habra, California
I stand in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement. It has encouraged me and an entire 
generation of young people to speak up.

I photographed one of my best friends wearing the American flag, because I thought it would be a 
simple but profound act of protest against racially motivated police brutality.



“Self Expression” by Abram Loya, 18,  
Tacoma, Washington
The way I present myself via clothing has been my most prominent method 
of self expression, often a direct reflection of both my current mentality 
and my social well being. Following images saved within my Snapchat 
memories, I recreated and captured about 100 of my own outfits throughout 
this year. Placing them in chronological order allows the viewer to see how 
quarantine affected the amount of effort I put into myself as my mental 
state fluctuated.

There is no notable change in my dress until about 30 images in. The 
start of quarantine in late March left me with a three- month adjustment 
period where the only times I left the house were for groceries. This did 
not change until I got a job in July. It’s around here that you see me in a 
more presentable fashion more often.

By the end of the video, I had reached a new sense of self, which is visu-
ally apparent in my style.
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A TIME CAPSULE OF ART AND ARTIFACTS,  

CREATED BY GEN Z.

Everyone knows what coming of age in America is supposed to look like. Then came 2020. Instead of proms 
and championship games and all-night hangouts with friends, there was school on Zoom from bed. In this 

book, teenagers from across the country show how they coped with a world on fire, as a pandemic raged, 
political divides hardened, and the Black Lives Matter movement galvanized millions. Via diary entries, comics, 
photos, poems, paintings, charts, lists, Lego sculptures, songs, recipes, and rants, they tell the story of the year 
that will define their generation.

The pieces in this collection, chosen from more than 5,500 submitted to a contest on the New York Times 
Learning Network, provide an arresting documentation of how ordinary teenagers experienced extraordinary 
events. But for every creative expression of terror, frustration, loneliness, and anxiety, there is another of mean-
ing, joy, resilience, and hope.
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